A pair of identified giant visual projection neurons demonstrates rhythmic activities before eclosion.
A small set of neurons acting as an internal clock in the Drosophila brain is critical for regulating circadian activities behavior and pre-adult development. However, the cell basis for the circadian rhythm in correlation with light sensitivity is not fully understood. Here we identified a pair of giant visual projection neurons located laterally to the calyx of the mushroom bodies, and investigated their electrophysiological, morphological characteristics, as well as the development pathways during eclosion. The typical morphology of these giant neurons showed the size of the soma (16.0±0.6 microns in diameter) and its processes. Interestingly during development, the three major branches shrunk significantly along with gradually decreased rhythmic spikes. Furthermore, the electrical activity of the giant visual projection neurons is circadian-regulated, shown with significantly higher resting membrane potential, increase in frequency of spontaneous action potential firing, and burst firing pattern during circadian day and night time. The similarities in the morphological characteristics with other visual projection neurons highly suggest that this neuron is a type of novel visual projection neurons in this area, which has special properties in light sensitivities and rhythmic activities. Our data provided supporting evidence for the visual projection neurons with light sensitivities, and pointed to the potential correlation of visual projection neurons and circadian rhythms during the eclosion period or an adaptive development for higher sensitivity of light in adult visual systems.